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English translation: 
 
S: And in Ramadan you said you eat Shurbah1, is there any other type of food that you eat for 
Iftaar

2? 
L: There is shafoot, I mean besides shurbah. To make shafoot, you first have to make the 
lahooh, which is a type of bread. I mean it’s not really bread because its dough is too liquidy, it’s 
not as hard as the dough of normal bread; it seems somewhat like water. 
S: Is this what you were talking about before? 
L:  Lahooha.. hehehe (yes). You put it (the dough) in the hot pan. Be careful when you take it 
[out], don’t take it [out] with your hands, it’s too liquid-like; you’d better use a spoon, or else it 
will spill.  
 
S: And how do you cook this? 
L: You take it [out] with a spoon, it’s not easy. You mix the flour, black seed, salt and yeast, the 
yeast is important and you have to leave it for a while for it to take effect. Then you keep pouring 
the water till it [the mixture] becomes liquid-like. After this you cover it for about two hours to 
rise. Then you put the pan in and wait for it to get hot. Then you pour some of the liquid dough 
in the pan using a spoon. Then it will become harder with heat, and you will be able to hold it 
with your hands and eat it. At the same time it will feel very soft. So we cut this cooked lahooh 
into small pieces, and we put it in a bowl. Then we buy yoghurt or haqeen3 and we blend it with 
green onion, garlic, and kurrat.  Then you pour the mix on the pieces of lahooh in the bowl. Now 
you have shafoot. Coffee is also important during Ramadan.   

                                                 
1 Shurbah: a hot soup made of partially ground oat that has been boiled in meat soup. 
2 Iftaar: the time when Muslims break their fast during Ramadan, around sunset. 
3 Haqeen: watery yoghurt. 
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